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Children of the Machine God   Outside Creation, the great Primordial forge-god Autochthon is dying.

But, millions of worshippers live within his metal body, and they will not allow their god to perish.

Wrest open the gates of Creation, and traverse the endless distances of Elsewhere to reach the

resources and souls that your iron deity needs to survive.   A Core Expansion for Exalted   Details

the industrial god-world of Autochthonia, from its strange wildlife to the society of the mighty

Alchemical Exalted.   Provides complete information on and character-creation rules for the

Alchemical Exalted, including a complete array of their unique Charms and artifacts.   Includes three

complete scenarios about Autochthonian invasion of Creation, for Storytellers who wish to use the

arrival of the machinegod's exiles for an Exalted series.
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Exalted: The Autochthonians deals with the people that live within the Primordial, Autochthon - their

lives, philosophy, and their heroes, the artificially-created Alchemical Exalted. Originally introduced

in the supplement Time of Tumult (WW8821), the servants of the Machine God are fully detailed in

this well-presented treatise.A (Very) Brief History of AutochthonAfter the Primordial War, Autochthon

swept up several thousands of human volunteers and refugees and departed for the Void, knowing

full well that his presence as the last Primordial was going to aggravate the gods and their Exalted

lackeys. These people founded nations within the Great Maker's body, and lived by his bounty in

the form of Essence conduits, nutrient paste, and power taps. In time, the god's mysterious

mechanical body processes caused these nations to drift apart, and alliances between them were



made and broken as the continent-organs moved away from vital resources.Autochthonian society

is rigidly stratified into a ruling clique, known as the Tripartite; a massive workforce, the Populat; and

a scrim of exiles, slaves, and criminals called the Lumpen. As there are no fields or herds within the

Great Maker's mechanical self, the Populat labors at the engines of industry, mining or building at

the Tripartite's command, while the Lumpen eke what living they may in the dark and echoing

reaches between nations.To lead his people, Autochthon brought forth the ancient, prototypical

Exalted: artifical humans, composed of clay and Essence and instilled with a human soul.
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